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Chapter-16 Scroll Compressors and Chillers 

ACMV       HVAC system          scroll ၊ single blade (fixed vane) ၊ rotating vane       screw 
(helical-rotary)       rotary compressor                                                 single 
blade ၊ rotating vane compressor                        Efficiency               ၊ part-load             
                  operating characteristics                    ႔                            chiller 
(400 tons capacity    )          reciprocating compressor          scroll compressor         
                                   

   
    ၁၆-၁ Scroll compressor     ၁၆-၂                       scroll compressor            

၁၆.၁ Rotary Compressors 
Rotary compressor                  configuration                  ႔               

 (၁) Rolling piston (၃)  Screw       
 (၂) Rotating vane (၄) Scroll    ႔           

Rotary motion    ႔                                                                       rotary 
compressor                   Rotor                                                          
(cylinder)      rotor                  (suction port)           gas                     Rotor 
                gas                                                     (discharge port)    
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                       gas                   Rotary compressor                                
           (domestic refrigeration)                              

  
    ၁၆-၃ Fixed scroll        orbitingscroll     ၁၆-၄ Scroll mechanism 

 
    ၁၆-၅ Scroll compressor       refrigeration circuit 

၁၆.၂ Scroll Compressors 
Scroll mechanism                                                                    ၁၉၀၅ 

                                                                                                               
                                                                           Scroll compressor         
reciprocating compressor          ႔    refrigerant vapor         pocket                             
                                                              

Scroll compressor       screw compressor                                    Scroll       screw 
compressor    ႔     built in volume ratio               Isentropic Efficiency(IE) curve               ဏၭ   
           Clearance volume                re-expansion loss                                 
compression pocket         sealing                     Screw      rotor       casing             seal 
         scroll                                               scroll           pocket boundaries          
                   seal                    Orbiting motion(scroll)                       velocity     
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rotating motion(screw)                       velocity                       scroll compressor          
contacting seal                                 

   ႔               (suction port)                                         ႔                
                      (direct path)                                                              Heat 
transfer loss                  (၁၆-၇)                                   compressor           
                Volumetric Efficiency (VE) characteristic               

  
    ၁၆-၆ Typical IE characteristics for various 

compressor types 
    ၁၆-၇ Typical VE characteristics for various 

compressor types 

  
    ၁၆-၈ Scroll compressor 

  
A: Cutaway diagram of a scroll compressor B: Scroll mechanism             

    ၁၆-၉ Scroll compressor       scroll compressor         compression            

                    displacement volume                          scroll compressor 
        screw compressor                         ၊                                             
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   (၁၆-၁၀)     scroll compressor ၏                                                     Scroll 
compressor                 hermetic            (type)                        Air-conditioning 
                  scroll compressor     reciprocating compressor                                   
           ႔                   scroll compressor                                                 

 
    ၁၆-၁၀ Scroll gas compression process  

 

 

 
    ၁၆-၁၁ Scroll gas compressor and scroll mechanism  

Scroll compressor ၏ volumetric curve                       ႔                       cooling 
capacity                                                                                          
                                    (reliability)                

Scroll compressor   liquid flood                  ၊                        (unloaded starting) 
                          ၊                 fault                                                                
                           Compression process          ႔                                       
   ႔     bearing       thrust surface                                                            
       drive bearing                                     (shaft)                                  
centrifugal force                         ႔                   ႔            
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Variable Speed Drive(VSD)           scroll compressor     c                                 
                                             scroll                                                    
Scroll                                                        capacity                              
                                                                                                 
                 (high-pressure side)   gas                                                           
             Cooling capacity               scroll                         ႔                              

                                               axial movement                                      
(fixed)scroll                                       Controller                                     
             hydraulic piston     control          Control cycle          ၏                 ႔(၂၀)   ႔ 
         Loaded period     cooling load                                      Cycle time     
                                                  ႔                                                  

Refrigeration             ႔                         (low-temperature)                              
screw compressor                     discharge port                              pressure ratio      
             ႔                                 (lower temperature application)                       

Reciprocating compressor                           discharge valve                         
                 (under compression)                            Capacity                    efficiency 
                    economizer                        

Reciprocating compressor          scroll compressor                       (commercial 
application)                                                                                      scroll 
compressor                                                                                     Scroll 
             (dual scroll) compressor                        Scroll                     idling 
                           capacity          ႔                    

၁၆.၃ Scroll Compressor             

 
    ၁၆-၁၂( ) Non             “  x  ”              ( ) “Orbiting” scroll 

   (၁၆-၁၂)                      scroll compressor      stationary(fixed) scroll            orbiting 
scroll                 Scroll                                   (mated face-to-face)     Refrigerant 
vapor                   (leakage)                    scroll       ၏                   (fine layer of oil       
                 seal                     

                          scroll              (stationary) scroll    ႔      fixed scroll 
         refrigerant gas                       (discharge port)                     (discharge 
port)                                                         scroll                    
(electric motor)၏                                 orbiting scroll    ႔      driven scroll                 ၏ 
                     eccentric motion    ႔      orbiting motion                           
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             (rotating)          Crankcase heater       suction-line accumulator                  
           

 
 

    ၁၆-၁၃ Scroll mechanism             

  
    ၁၆-၁၄ Orbiting scroll       stationary scroll    ႔ interaction                     c                      

၁၆.၄              
Scroll compressor         positive displacement machine                          ဏၭ   

                                              refrigerant gas                          “                 ” 
          Scroll                                                                       
              scroll     “orbiting scroll”                     scroll     “fixed scroll”    ႔      “           
      ”                     scroll ၏                                       (offset circular 
path)              

    offset circular path                              scroll                 compression pocket 
                                  suction gas         pocket                                        
pocket                ႔                                                            
(discharge port)    ႔                                         Compression process                
                                     

Scroll ၏               (outer portion)     suction process                      (inner portion) 
     discharge process                                ႔                                       
             scroll compressor                               ႔                    
                                       suction valve            discharge valve                   
           Compressor           ႔(switched off)                     ႔                       (running 
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backwards)               check valve               (discharge port)၏                     
                       

Compression cycle                                 (crankshaft)              ႔           
            
(၁) Scrolls orbit ၏                                     ႔(gas)                     

(၂) Orbiting motion                                     (open passage)             (sealed off)၊ 
gas         scroll ၏            ႔         ႔              

(၃)  Gas                   pocket ၏                                                         

(၄) Pocket ၏        ႔    ႔                discharge pressure                stationary scroll     
         gas                    

(၅)       ႔     gas                                     (passage) (၆)                            
                                                   ႔             

Intake Phase ၊ Compression Phase       Discharge Phase 

 
    ၁၆-၁၅ Intake phase၊ compression phase       discharge phase  

Scroll compressor     intake phase၊ compression phase       discharge phase       phase 
                             Phase                                   (shaft)                              
Intake Phase 

                                                    (shaft)                       
scroll ၏                  (edge)                   ၏ refrigerant vapor      scroll                 
                                                        (edge)                           ႔     
pocket        refrigerant                      

Compression Phase 
                                                    Pocket             ၏           

                                            refrigerant vapor     ၏                      
                                                 ႔              

Discharge Phase 
                     discharge                   Scroll ၏                            

               discharge port                            refrigerant                        
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                   pocket ၏                                            refrigerant vapor 
        scroll                                      

Intake ၊ compression       discharge phase    ႔                                    
           (passage)                                                         (passage)          
compression       discharge                                                                       
           

 
    ၁၆-၁၆( ) Scroll Operation                                                            ႔     

                                                    

 
    ၁၆( ) Scroll compressor                        

၁၆.၅ Two Step Capacity Control for Scroll Compressors 
                                       scroll compressor      two step capacity control           

Rated capacity ၏ 67%    ႔      100%                         Scroll compressor             Direct 
Current(DC) solenoid      first compression pocket          bypass port    ႔      vent                  
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Direct Current(DC) solenoid          (conditioned space)          thermostat    control             
Direct Current(DC) solenoid     bypass port    ႔      vent               ၊                             
capacity control          Bypass port    ႔      vent                  compressed gas      suction 
pocket      ႔                

         bypass port    ႔      vent                 effective displacement     67%    ႔ 
                               (blocked or closed)        effective displacement     100%    ႔ 
                ဤ                                             scroll compressor ၏ unloading       
loading                                        

Compre                                              high                           Two step 
scroll compressor     high                     ၊ low                                
                                                              low capacity (loading below              
                  

၁၆.၆ Scroll Compressor ၏              (Advantages) 
Scroll compressor                               Compressor          ႔ liquid refrigerant ၊ 

      (oil) ၊                 (small solid particles)        ႔                   scroll         
      ႔                                (“      ”                   ဏ                               
              

Liquid refrigerant                                 scroll                                
               gas      suction       ႔                           ႔                liquid refrigerant      
                                                  liquid refrigerant  ဏ                            

Pocket    gas                                                                seal             “Flank 
       ”                                      efficiency                   ၊     (up-and-down) 
sealing     “ x   ”                    Scroll compressor                   axial seal                
            Scroll-tip seal     reciprocating compressor                    piston ring ၏                  
                 Tip seal             (mating) scroll               gas                     
               

Scroll compressor          reed valve                                                         
              (valve losses)             Discharge gas      re-expansion                    high capacity 
      high compression ratio            Scroll compressor          suction port       discharge port    ႔၏ 
                       compressor                                                           suction 
gas       discharge gas                                                               suction gas ၏ 
         (density             mass flow rate                     Scroll compressor          
      (gas-pulsation noises)                (vibration)                        

Scroll compressor                                         (high pressure side)   gas      
                 (low-pressure side)   ႔                      discharge chamber      check valve 
          Compressor                                           (pressure difference         check 
valve                     
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Scroll compressor                                  stationary scroll       orbiting scroll 
         ႔                  reciprocating compressor                                     
            (၁၅)     ႔             

Scroll compressor         reciprocating compressor                            energy 
efficiency            ၊             (reliability)                                (quieter operation)   ႔ 
                                                                  

(၁) Reciprocating compressor                      gas re-expansion                     volumetric 
loss              

(၂) Scroll compressor          reed valve                               valve loss             
Reciprocating compressor          reed valve                              valve loss 
             

(၃) Suction gas       discharge gas                              heat transfer loss           
(၄)         (mating) scroll                        centrifugal force     leak-free contact       

continuous compression                    
(၅) Radial movement         high-stress                                         (mating) scroll 

surface                                  (contact force)                ႔        compressor      
         ႔ liquid refrigerant                     ဏ               

(၆) Scroll compressor          reed valve                  valve noise             Gas-pulsation 
         ၊       (noises)                         (vibration)             ႔                            

  
    ၁၆-၁၇( ) Air cooled scroll chiller     ၁၆-၁၇( ) Water cooled scroll chiller 

 

  
    ၁၆-၁၈ Sliding vane compression     ၁၆-၁၉ Rolling piston compression 

၁၆.၇ Sliding and Rotary Vane Compressor 
                                    eccentric rotor       sliding vane                       

                                 vane compressor          blade (၈)      ႔      (၈)                  
Inlet valve       outlet valve                                           blade         outer shell 
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                         Blade                                       (injection of lubricating oil         
                             

Rotary vane compressor          clearance volume         Blade     ၏                  
             (stress)                    ႔                                         (discharge 
pressure)                             compound cycle          first stage                             
     Refrigerant compression                           

Compressor          discharge valve           Cooling capacity 15 kW                       
          (domestic appliances) ၊ packaged air conditioner                                   rotary vane 
compressor                         

Single-vane (rotary)       multi-vane     vane compressor                      Rotary compressor 
  eccentric rotor              blade                     cavity               Gas         
         (intake port)                           (intake port)                      cavity     
            Rotor                      cavitiy                                           

                 (domestic refrigerators ၊ freezers)       air conditioner                    
                                     compression ratio     7:1                     system           
                     (ammonia) system          vane compressor                         (၁၆-၁၈)     
rotary vane compressor      ၏                                 

  
    ၁၆-၂၀ Rotary vane compressor with the vanes spring loaded against each other. 

၁၆.၇.၁              (Advantages)                      (Disadvantages) 
Rotary vane compressor                                         
(၁)          (simple)            (compact)                                                            

                                                                                      

(၂) Compression ratio                              (single-stage compression)                       
Energy efficiency                                                                                

(၃)                     (low-rotation speed                      (high-compression ratio)                    
                                                 (direct axial coupling)              Gear    ႔      
         transmission                                                                  
                 (energy dissipation)          

(၄)                                                         (vibration)                                 
(wear)                                    ႔                F                                

(၅) Cycle temperature                                                                           
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                    (leakage)           

(၆)                      (maintenance)                                                   
                                                          

Table 16-1 lists the advantages and disadvantages of rotary vane compressors 
             (Advantages)                (Disadvantages) 

High-volume capacity  No or limited capacity control 
Compact  Susceptible to vane damage 
 Noisy 

၁၆.၇.၂ Capacity Control 
Rotary vane compressor               capacity control                               H          

                                                             

 
    ၁၆-၂၁ Rotary vane compressor—internal view 

-End- 
 

 
 
 

 
 


